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KSA CALENDAR 

February 10
th
 - KSA Meeting - Flying in Talihina, OK 

March 1st-3rd - SSA Convention - Reno, NV 

March 10th - KSA Meeting - SSA Convention Review 

April 14th - KSA Meeting - Safety Meeting 

June 9th-16th - Region 10 North at Sunflower 

June 19th-28th - Sports Class Nationals - Nephi, UT 

June 30th - Kansas Kowbell Klassic - Sunflower 

July 2nd-7th - US Junior Camp & Contest - Adrian, MI 

September 20
th
 - 23

rd
 - Great Plains Vintage Rally - Wichita Gliderport 

SSA Convention March 1-3, 2018 

www.ssaconvention.org 



 

2018 Dues are Due! 

KSA & SSA Regular Membership - $100 

KSA & SSA Family Membership - $70 

KSA & SSA Youth Membership - $70 

KSA Membership Only - $50 

Send your renewal payments to: 

Tony Condon 

911 N Gilman 

Wichita KS 67203 



Soaring magazine now available online 

  

To get to the digital issue follow these steps: 

Go to www.ssa.org and log in. This is for SSA members only so please be sure you are logged in! 

The top right corner should say "Welcome [Your Name]" if you are logged in. 

1. Place your cursor over the blue tab that says "The SSA", and this will give you a drop down menu. 

2. Place your cursor on the third option down that says "Soaring Magazine", and this will give you 

another drop down menu (you can also click on "Soaring Magazine" and it will take you to the desired 

page). 

3. Click on the first option that says "Current Issue" 

4. Voila! Your current digital issue will appear! Enjoy!! 

You can also get to it by using this link http://www.ssa.org/SoaringMagazine but you will still need to 

make sure that you are logged in. 

 To enlarge the magazine you can press F11 and the webpage will change to full screen. To revert to 

your original view simply press F11 again.  

  

You can also zoom in or out in regular or full screen views by pressing CTRL+ or CTRL- 

Notes from the President 

Greetings KSA! Who says there is no soaring in January? Once again in 2018, we have started the year off 

with soaring in January! The only way to soar every month of the year is to soar in the first month of the year. 

So hopefully this can be the year. We were on a good roll in 2017 but I think we missed November.  

Thanks to several warm days in January we were able to make some really good progress on the Grob fuse-

lage. I hope that by the end of February the fuselage will be ready to be moved to town and start priming and 

painting. This will keep it on track for a return to flight in April. 

With the banquet over now we shift our sights to the upcoming season. What would you like to accomplish 

this year? There are FAI badges, FAA ratings, SSA contests, new gliders, and plenty more awaiting. For KSA 

I would like to see an outing or two this season. Perhaps Ulysses, Talihina, Rooks County, or somewhere 

else? We are hosting a regional contest in June and looking ahead to more regular contests at Sunflower. 

That will take volunteers.  

At the February meeting we will talk about flying in Talihina, OK. There hasn’t been a lot of soaring there in 

the last year or two by sailplanes, mostly due to the lack of someone organizing trips. The opportunities there 

are very interesting. Several KSA members will be attending the SSA Convention in Reno at the beginning of 

March so I figured the March meeting would be a good time to review what was learned there. 

See you at Sunflower! 

Tony 

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=12642472&msgid=186411&act=JQIR&c=1536658&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ssa.org
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=12642472&msgid=186411&act=JQIR&c=1536658&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ssa.org%2FSoaringMagazine


Learning To Quit While You're Ahead 
By Daniel Sazhin 

soaringeconomist.blogspot.com 

 

Intentionally or not, you find yourself in a starting position ten minutes after the gaggle had left. In a state of 
excitement (or perhaps of agitation), you start late, driving as hard as you can. You hit the first thermal and 
spiral into four knots. Top of the climb, you split-S out through the core. MC off the chart, you head for the 
next cloud; looks like a boomer! You see two gliders circling, pull in at the tangent of their turn, converting 
your energy perfectly into the thermal. Having eased the stick back and settled into a climb, you find yourself 
600ft higher than when you entered, perfectly cored, vario occasionally pegged, and hovering around 5.6 
knots on the averager. You watch the top gliders leave and two turns later, you're blasting along after them. In 
the distance, you see gliders circling under two clouds. One cloud has seven gliders milling underneath, alt-
hough it is just starting to lose definition. You see a puff forming upwind of that cloud, smack on course. MC 
5, flaps negative, stick forward. Bang! Seven knots! Crank in, and five turns later you're at cloudbase. Moving 
on! 
 
You see many gliders converging on the next cloud on course. Thanks to your gangbusters climb, you find 
that you're chasing down the gaggle from above. The gaggle stops; your Flarm says they're climbing at 2.8 
knots. Looking ahead, the sky is drying out somewhat, although there are still some wispy cumulus out there. 
You slow down and find yourself level with the top elements in the gaggle, 1000ft below cloudbase. There are 
no visible markers ahead. 
 
What would you do? What should you do? 
 
Most gliderpilots will initially flail their arms and say that more information is needed. That's fair, but I want to 
point out your default emotional reaction. I think that most gliderpilots would agree that this day is go-
ing very well. And I think that most gliderpilots would agree that upon hitting that 2.8 knot thermal, they would 
be rightfully agitated in staying. 
 
The first reaction would be to move on, whereas it should be to stay. 
 
Why should the first reaction be to stay? 
 
Fundamentally, it is because the risk/reward incentives have radically shifted, meaning that it's highly improb-
able that the gangbusters run up until this point can be continued. 
 
Gliderpilots have a hard time recognizing this shift because the highly tempting emotional reaction is "I am hot 
stuff" and "why it would be worthwhile to stay with these bozos". I will explore both the objective shift in incen-
tives and the psychological effects that make it hard to recognize. 

Actuality versus the cockpit experience 
 
While your wonderful run has been quite successful, the pilots in the gaggle are experiencing a very different 
day. Unlike the 4, 5.6, and 7 knot thermals that you've had up until this point, they have had a much more dif-
ficult leg. Looking ahead, the gaggle sees condi-
tions worsening. You ran down the gaggle thanks to 
not only your good fortune, but because the gaggle 
was flying more conservatively. Furthermore, you've 
benefited from the markers and avoiding the weaker 
thermals that the other pilots had taken. 
 
Whether by luck or wisdom, you have exploited 
a bottleneck. The risk/reward curve for you, the indi-
vidual was markedly different than for the rest and it 
worked out very well! 
 
Graphed, it would look something like this:  

soaringeconomist.blogspot.com
http://soaringeconomist.blogspot.com/2017/08/understanding-and-exploiting-gaggle.html


Thanks to the benefits of markers, stronger thermals and the gaggle being forced to downshift, you 
were able to take a big gamble of starting late and got a big reward. Your curve was more negatively skewed, 
whereas the gaggle's was more positively skewed, with a lesser possibility of reward. This is the ideal com-
petitive situation! 
 
However, once the gaggle was caught, the situation 
completely shifts. No longer are there markers ahead 
to exploit and the lift is likely to be weaker and less 
consistent. This suggests that the risk ahead is much 
much higher, while the reward is a lot lower. 
 
The risk/reward curve would look something like this:  

The result is that continuing in the same manner is 
likely to get you into a lot of trouble. This is why many 
pilots having had a gangbusters run will often end up 
low and slow ahead and later get rolled by the gaggle 
or possibly even land out! The default extrapolation is that the past is an indication of the future whereas it no 
longer is! 
 
As such, the incentives require the pilot to enter into a risk-mitigation mindset. 
 
Psychological Reasons 
 
Physiological basis for risk-taking behavior 
 
Leading up to the bottleneck, the pilot is likely to be quite excited and physiologically aroused. This is a good 
thing as this state serves to kick the pilot into gear and improve his flying performance. However, the side ef-
fect is that excitation serves to bias the pilot toward risk-taking behavior. When the risk/reward curve is shifted 
in favor of risk-taking, this is good! But this becomes a big problem when the curve radically shifts and the pi-
lot must cool down quick. 
 
Hot/cold empathy gap 
 
Furthermore, when a pilot enters a "hot" state, the pilot is incapable of realizing just how much their risk-taking 
preferences have shifted. Kind of like hypoxia, physiological arousal changes your perception of both your 
environment and self. Whereas on the ground you may realize that passing this gaggle is likely a bad idea, 
when you're in a "hot state", this is much more difficult. The clouds ahead may look juicier than they really 
are. In short, you will try to bend the risk/reward curve to your emotional state rather than the other way 
around. 
 
Self-serving bias 
 
Leading up to the bottleneck, the pilot is experiencing success after success. People have a tendency to at-
tribute successes to skill and experience and failures to circumstance and misfortune. In turn, this creates the 
illusion that the gaggle is stupid and provides a good rationalization for passing them. However, it is much 
more likely that you set yourself up for a favorable gamble and you cashed in rather than being a much more 
superior pilot. 
 
Error of extrapolation 
 
I am going out on a limb on this one, but I think that people default to extrapolating trends. When we hit sink 
on a glide, the first thought is "Oh ****!!!!! I am not going to make it!" Then a couple seconds go by and the 
prefrontal cortex realizes, "Oh wait, this sink isn't going to last forever! Just hang in there and you will be fine." 
The same thing goes for when things are going well. 
 
If things are going well, the System 1 reaction is that things should more-or-less still keep going that way. 
Again, it requires an executive decision to stipulate that the assumptions have changed and to force yourself 
to change strategies. 

http://soaringeconomist.blogspot.com/2017/12/neurophysiology-explains-hotcold-states.html
http://soaringeconomist.blogspot.com/2016/12/everyone-knows-that-arousal-can-lead-to.html


To change strategies from optimization to risk-mitigation is tough. It requires denying yourself that wonderful 

high that you get when you're "winning" and accepting a defensive strategy. It requires deflating your own ego 

and realizing that you got lucky rather than that you are a much better pilot. And it must be quite deliberate 

since there are both physiological and cognitive factors that are working against your ability to make the nec-

essary shift.  

Remedies 

 

Competition pilots must learn to monitor their competitors, the resulting incentives and themselves. When the 

risk/reward curve shifts, they must make the shift early and not allow themselves to blindly go off the risk 

curve. 

 

Some strategies to employ include: 

 

1) Set strategic objectives on the ground. 

 

Is this a day to win or not lose? If it is a day to win, by how much? If you've mowed down the gaggle, congrat-

ulations you've probably won already! Announce to yourself that your objective is completed and this will 

make it easier to make the appropriate downshift. 

 

2) Perfect is the enemy of good enough. 

 

You don't necessarily need to earn 1000 points today. You don't need to get every mph of speed out of this 

day. Pursuing the absolute max out of the possible performance is likely to make you get stuck and eventually 

mowed over by the gaggle. If you're doing good, great! Don't try to be perfect. 

 

3) Learn to parse out luck from skill. 

 

When you get thoughts that, I am really freakin' good, be careful. Your competitors are also quite good and 

would likely be able to do exactly what you did if they were in the same position. At most, you can say to your-

self, I'm really freakin' smart! And a smart pilot quits when he's ahead! 

 

4) When you're in a "hot state", you cannot count on intuition to make a big shift. 

 

Thanks to the errors of extrapolation and the physiological effects of arousal, any intuitive shifts will be incre-

mental. To go from an optimization mindset to a defensive, risk-mitigation mindset requires an overt decision. 

It is difficult to make this decision, but it will keep you from losing a lot of points! 

 

________________________ 

 

In all, it's a question of recognizing incentives and your own state. Learn to quit while you're ahead, rather 

than when you're down in the dirt, watching the gaggle mow you down!  



Sunflower Seeds 

January 11th - Bob Hinson and Tony Condon sanded on the Grob 

January 20th - Jimmy Prouty and Dave Pauly finished the annual on the Pipistrel. Tony Condon, Mi-

chael Groszek, Bob Hinson, and Dave Pauly made great progress sanding on the Grob. 

January 25th - Tony Condon sanded on the Grob 

January 26th - Tony Condon sanded on the Grob 

January 27th - Kirk Bittner towed. Robert Estagin ran wings and helped assemble. Steve Leonard (Ka6), 

Tony Condon (YYY), and Matt Gonitzke (6M) took tows. Mike Ordingreff (F8) and Dave Pauly (Pipistrel) 

self launched. Fair soaring conditions (for January!) with max altitude of 6,500 feet. Steve and Tony made it 

around the WSA Triangle. 

Sanding Party on January 20
th
 

Soaring Magazine 

If you have not received your January Soaring, contact the SSA 

Office immediately at 575-392-1177  

tel:(575)%20392-1177


KSA Banquet 

The KSA banquet was well attended and enjoyed by all. Thanks again to Bob Blanton for organizing the ca-

tering and Brian Bird for arranging the Cosmosphere. Tony Condon presented the travelling trophies with 

SSA State Governor Jerry Boone awarding the Rex Hamilton Memorial Trophy. Steve Leonard, Kansas 

state record keeper, recognized state records earned by Mitch Hudson, Keith Smith, and Tony Condon. 

Here are the trophy winners for the 2017 season: 

 

Wooden Wings: 

Bob Holliday- 142.4 Miles - Ka-6Cr 

Mamie Cup: 

Tony Condon - 566 Miles - Std. Cirrus 

100 KM Speed: 

Steve Leonard - 52.7  MPH - Ka-6Cr-PE 

Dennis Brown Memorial 200 KM Speed: 

Jerry Boone - 47.3 MPH - Zuni II 

300 KM Speed: 

Tony Condon - 56.6 MPH - Std. Cirrus 

Curt McNay Pilot of the Year: 

Tony Condon - 3505 Points 

Henning Memorial Trophy: 

Jerry Boone - 56.7 MPH - Zuni II 

Praying Mantis:  

Robert Estagin 

Kansas Kowbell Klassic: 

Jerry Boone - 93.8 Miles - Zuni II 

Kansas Kowbell Klassic Konsolation: 

Paul Sodmann  - 31.2 Miles - SGS 1-35 

WSA Triangle: 

Tony Condon - 38 MPH - SGS 2-33A 

Club Maintenance: 

Bob Holliday 

Tow Operations: 

Jerry Boone 

Rex Hamilton Memorial Trophy: 

Tony Condon - National Record, Day win at World Championships 



 











 

The Bill Seed Soaring Scholarship 

  

The Sunflower Soaring Foundation provides scholarships to support soaring as part of its actions as a non-

profit activity. This scholarship provides training at Sunflower Gliderport and Aerodrome so that qualified 

youth are given the opportunity to obtain glider pilot licenses that permit participation toward growth and de-

velopment in all phases of soaring flight.  

  

Bill Seed was the original owner and operator of the Sunflower Gliderport and Aerodrome. Bill supported 

soaring at the local, regional, and national level since the creation of the Sunflower Gliderport. This scholar-

ship was created in the spirit of selflessness demonstrated over the many years by Bill.  

  

The scholarship is awarded yearly to a 14-22 year old non-pilot full time student with a minimum 2.5 GPA. 

The application requires an essay, which must present a convincing argument that the applicant desires to 

participate in soaring and has an appreciation for the nature of the sport and the effort required to obtain profi-

ciency. The essay must be of a high quality that demonstrates communication skills. Applications must be re-

ceived not later than April 1st 2017. The award will be announced by April 30th. The recipient may not reach 

their 23rd birthday prior to September 30th 2018.  

  

The award will consist of one year membership in SSA & Club Dues, Tow fees, Glider rental, and Instruction 

fees. The scholarship will be extended one year if the student has demonstrated consistent progress toward 

the glider pilot license goal. 

  

The winner must participate in the SSA ABC badge program as they progress. 

  

Applications may be obtained from and returned to the Sunflower Soaring Foundation Secretary:  

Tony Condon 

911 N Gilman 

Wichita, Kansas 67203 

abcondon@gmail.com  



 

Sunflower Soaring Foundation 

Bill Seed Soaring Scholarship Application 

  

Date_______________ 

Name_________________________________________              Age_________ 

Address______________________________Street                  DOB___________ 

             ______________________________City                   Gender__________ 

             __________________State     ______Zip      E-Mail_________________ 

School of enrollment________________________ Grade__________GPA_____ 

  

Expand answers onto separate pages if necessary. Attach Essay to this application. 

Flying Experience 

  

   

 Experience associated with soaring 

  

   

Soaring Goals 

  

   

Other related Aviation Activities 

   

  

Other activities, honors, and awards 

    

  

Financial Need  

  

  

  

Recommended by_________________________SSA#(not req’d) ___________Date________ 



KSA VARIOMETER 

911 N Gilman 

Wichita, KS 67203 

abcondon@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KSA Meeting 

February 10
th 

 6:00 PM 

Hutchinson Community College 

Science Center Room 103 

Adjacent to Cosmosphere 

Ridge & Wave Soaring in Talihina, OK 

SSA Calendars - $10 

KSA Dues - $100 

 


